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“BajaMasa” aim 1!



“BajaMasa” research lines 2!



• EXOS: exoplanetary systems 
• EXOS-1: astrometry of known systems 
• EXOS-2: radial velocity of new systems 
• EXOS-3: characterization (asteroseismology) 

• YBD: young brown dwarfs 
• Bottom of the (I)MF in stellar clusters and 
associations 

• MLT: ultracool dwarfs 
• MLT-1: late M (H-R diagram, kinematics…) 
• MLT-2: L y T (single or as companions) 

“BajaMasa” research lines 3!



“BajaMasa” participants 4!



Gaia DR1 (incl. TGAS) in Sep 2016: 

• EXOS: exoplanetary systems 
• EXOS-1: astrometry of known systems (except for 
parallaxes of exoplanet host stars in Tycho/TGAS 
and continuing transiting and radial-velocity 
surveys) 
• EXOS-2: radial velocity of new systems 
• EXOS-3: characterization (asteroseismology) 

Realistic working plan: EXOS 5!



EXOS-1: parallaxes of 
exoplanet host stars in 
Tycho/TGAS 

  Improve 
determination of stellar 
parameters: masses, 
luminosity, Galacto-
centric space 
velocities 

Who: ? 

EXOS: exoplanetary systems 6!



EXOS-1: continuing 
transit and radial-
velocity surveys 

  Significant statistics, 
comparative 
planetology, 
cornerstone/weird 
systems 

Who: all at CAB, IAC 
and UCM (+ ICE, IAA) 

EXOS: exoplanetary systems 7!



Gaia DR1 (incl. TGAS) in Sep 2016: 

• YBD: young brown dwarfs 
• Bottom of the (I)MF in stellar clusters and 
associations  

(but very few of them brighter than G = 21 mag; 
several dozens in Pleiades, Upper Scorpius, σ/λ 
Orionis…) 

YBD: young brown dwarfs  8!



9!YBD: young brown dwarfs  



10!YBD: young brown dwarfs  



YBD: young brown dwarfs  11!



YBD: determine 
distance to clusters! 
(or to bright primary 
in young moving 
group if YBDs are in 
resolved binary 
system). Note: 
distance, age and 
model uncertainties 
are the largest error 
contributors to mass 
determination 

Who: CAB, IAC (UCM) 

YBD: young brown dwarfs  12!



Gaia DR1 (incl. TGAS) in Sep 2016: 

• MLT: ultracool dwarfs 
• MLT-1: late M (H-R diagram, kinematics…) 
• MLT-2: L y T (single or as companions) 

Realistic working plan: MLT 13!



MLT: ultracool dwarfs 14!

MLT-1: late M (H-R diagram, astrophysical parameters, 
exoplanets, abundances, activity, multiplicity, kinematics…)  
CARMENES (R = 82,000, Δλ = 0.5-1.7 μm, 1 ms-1) 

Carmencita: CARMENES Cool dwarf Information and daTa 
Archive (“the input catalogue”). All (>2200) the brightest (G < 
21 mag) M dwarfs in each SpT observable from Calar Alto… 

Carmencita 2012-16 (CAFOS, CAFÉ, FastCam) + CARMENES 
2016-18 + Gaia 2016-20 = the M-dwarf Encyclopædia 

Who: UCM, CAB   



MLT-2: L y T  d, μ 

Faint companions to TGAS stars 

Bright single  
•  2 T (ε Ind Bb, Luhman 16B) 
•  21 L5.5-9.5 
•  ~500 L0.0-L5.0 
Sarro et al. (2013), Smart et al. (2014) 
Homogeneous OSIRIS spectroscopy 
(Caballero, Marocco, Smart, Montes)  
Preparation for DR2    

MLT: ultracool dwarfs 15!



• Day+0: Gaia Third Data Release (~2017) 
• Day+1: A&A paper on d to σ Orionis 
• Day+2: VLMSs and BDs in the Pleiades? 
• Day+5: bright, field, L-type dwarfs  
• Day+10: Carmencita+CARMENES+Gaia 

June 2010 16!



• Day+0: Gaia First Data Release (Sep. 2016) 
• Day+1: A&A letter on d to σ Orionis with TGAS 
• Day+10: Carmencita+CARMENES+Gaia 

• T+Day+0: Gaia Second Data Release (Jul. 2017?) 
• Day+2: VLMSs and BDs in the Pleiades? 
• Day+5: bright, field, L-type dwarfs (single and as 
companions)  

May 2016 17!



“BajaMasa” 

• MLT: ultracool dwarfs 
• MLT-1: late M (H-R diagram, kinematics…)  See 
next slide… 
• MLT-2: L y T (single or as companions)  First, forget 
T (and Y) (e.g., ε Ind BC: R = 20.8 mag). Next, #Q2: 
how many L dwarfs Gaia will observe? 

#A2: don’t know! Again, Jordi et al. (2010)+… 

Please, talk to me later (convolve real L-dwarf spectra with 
Gaia bands, normalize with 2MASS J band, take densities from 
Caballero, Burgasser & Klement 2008, and count…) 
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